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AGENDA ITEMS FROM PUPIL HOUSE
MEETINGS

AGENDA FROM HEAD OF CARE/ASSISTANT
HEAD OF CARE/SLT/SCHOOL COUNCIL

CULTURE NIGHT. WHEN IS THE NEXT ONE?

DAMAGE COST LAST YEAR WAS OVER £3000

FULL RESIDENTIAL 2ND ACTIVITY.

FEEDBACK REGARDING THE MEALS AND THE
MENU

MEDIA LIBRARY UPDATE. RESTOCK?

AOB

OUTCOMES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING / RESIDENTIAL AND SCHOOL COUNCIL
SCHOOL COUNCIL
FISH TANK IS BEEN LOOKED AT FOR 3b
SH LOOKING INTO THE USE OF YOUTUBE FOR CHILDREN
REC ROOM REVAMP TO POSSIBLY INCLUDE
FIFA XBOX
MINECRAFT
BEAN BAGS
THE USE OF BIKES FOR FRIDAY REWARDS IS BEEN LOOKED INTO
RESIDENTIAL COUNCIL
NOT APPLICABLE AS FIRST MEETING BACK AFTER SUMMER HOLIDAYS

RESIDENTS COUNCIL MEETING

MEETING MINUTES
Children expressed that they would like another culture night before we break up for the
October half term. The children came up with a mixed culture night of Italian, Chinese and
American. The idea been that they would like an individual table for each country in a buffet
style tea.

Full residential 2nd activity was discussed. The children would like this to start up again as they
said they enjoyed it last time. Ideas put forward included, block at Beverley Westwood, trips
out to swimming centres, full sports hall activities, house competitions and cooking nights.

Feedback in relation to the new meals and menus was positive. The children said the portion
sizes sometimes are not great and although the food is nice, some dishes could do with extra
seasoning. The pink custard was a favourite as was the jelly. Lasagne was also great as was the
chicken burgers. The children did comment that they thought the alternative was mostly
quorn meat or actually a dish very similar to the main meal which they thought was pointless.

Damage costs was on the agenda and the council discussed this at length. We talked about
the amount of money the cost bill was last term (£3000) and that if this continued it would
have a huge impact on treats and rewards when they come around. The money will not be
there for theses rewards to happen. We briefly chatted about producing a monthly poster for
example which would get distributed around the houses with actual names on of who has
damaged what and how much it has cost to fix or replace.

Media Library was the final item on the agenda. Council need to speak to JS in relation to how
we are moving forward to restock the library with new games and dvds.

Meeting closed at 1.20pm.

RESIDENTS COUNCIL MEETING
ISSUES TO TAKE TO CHILDREN’S HOUSE
MEETINGS
Ideas for full residential 2nd activity
Damage costs and the implications for this on
treats and rewards
Media library is ongoing with restock of games
/ films etc

Minutes emailed to Leanne
Foley.
Minutes emailed to Lee
Thompson.

x

Minutes emailed to Sarah
Cockerline.

x

Minutes emailed to Tracey
Lane and Sam Hodgson

x

x

ISSUES TO TAKE TO HEAD OF CARE/ASSISTANT
HEAD OF CARE/ SLT
DL to address the full residential children in
hubs to talk about the impact of the damage
cost.

